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The importance of this project lies in the fact that India Post (Deportment of Post) is a 
primary means of communication for a large part of Indian population as well as a vital 
component of India’s infrastructure, but very little attention has been given to it. 
Traditionally mails were handled on a regular line or path and their concepts were based 
upon fundamental rules laid down for its operations causing more disadvantages and 
dissatisfaction to the customer. The primary function of post office is collection, 
processing, transmission and delivery of mails. Each Post Office is provided with many 
letter boxes planted at different prominent locations around the Post Office.  These letter 
boxes will be cleared every day manually at a specified time by a Letter box attendant. 
These articles including articles booked at Post Office are to be transported to a sorting 
office where they will be sorted destination wise and finally transported to Bus stations, 
Railway Stations, Airports, and Ports by mail vans. 

The aim of this project is to find out an optimal transport planning for clearing letter 
boxes using cycle path and despatch of letter bags collected from different Post Offices to 
the Sorting Office using GPS Technology.As a part of this project an optimal route and 
time for the cycle path being used for clearing letter boxes planted around the R.K. 
Puram  Post-Office (Study area) by conducting manual survey and using Google 
maps/GPS technology has been found out. Explored the possibilities of determining an 
optimal path and solution to reach Sorting Office  from different Post-Offices in Schedule 
19 of Mail Motor Service, Koti, Hyderabad found out in delivery of letter bags using 
GPS technology, Similarlyconducted comparative study between conventional existing 
transportation of letter bags from the study area to Sorting Office (GPO, Abids) and 
Nampally Railway Station and GPS proposed methods of transportation of mail 
bags.Explored the possibilities of determining the solutions to reduce the operational cost 
being incurred due to conventional means of transportation.Travel distance and travel 
time for the route suggested to the letter box attendant every day was measured and found 
to be 7.80 Kms. and time taken to travel is 2 hrs 40 min (it includes letter box clearing 
time also).  It is noticed that 0.90 Kms. every day is reduced and 30 minutes of travel 
time also being saved every day by travelling in optimal route. Similarly, in traditional 
path the mail van is travelling 126.00 kilometres every day.    An optimal path for mail 
van using GPS instrument fitted to mail van and also using the smart phone suggests a 
shortest alternative routeis suggested which is found to be  117.32kilometresonly.There 
by there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres of distance every day is noticed.  Presently the 
Department of Post is incurring Rs. 16.13 per kilometre towards maintaining 
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departmental owned Mail Motor Service for transportation of mail bags. Therefore, by 
using GPS technology in schedule 19 every day savings of fuel of 8.68 Kms@ Rs. 
16.13=Rs.140-00 every day, Rs. 3640-00 per month and Rs. 42, 682-00per annum.Total 
savings treating that there is equal amount of saving in other Schedules total savings per 
annum would be 30 X 42,682.00 =  Rs. 12, 80,460.00. 

KEYWORDS -manual survey and using Google maps/GPS technology Post mails, 
Travel distance and travel time. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

I. Introduction 

HISTORY Chief modes of communication in India for delivering the letter mail were 
the mail runner, horse courier or special speedy horse carriages drawn by fast-paced 
stallions, used at times of grave importance and emergency. Use of royal 
pigeons and camels have also been found. Though camels and camel caravans were used 
primarily in desert areas, camels were also used in non-desert zones, specifically for 
carrying royal or State mail.  

The introduction of pigeon post is attributed to Akbar, as mentioned in several 
accounts. Pigeons were trained and housed in the royal palace, in the Kabutar-Khaana, 
found even today in the relics of Mughal palaces. 

They were used to carry urgent messages over short distances, 
exclusivelyforroyal purpose. Now a days mails are conveyed by road, rail and airlines all 
over the country [1]. 

I.I. Objectives Of The PostalDepartment 

a) Modernize and consolidate the network of Post Offices with optimal transport 
planning  

b)  Best in class customer service 

c)  Development of financial services grow in existing businesses 

d)  Development of professional workforce. 

I.II. Function 

The primary function of post office is collection, processing, transmission and delivery 
of mails. Each Post Office is provided with many letter boxes planted at different 
prominent locations around the Post Office.  These letter boxes will be cleared every day 
manually at a specified time by a Letter box attendant.  All postal articles whose contents 
are in the nature of message can be classified as Mails which includes Letters, Postcard, 
Inland letter card, packets, Ordinary, registered, insured, Value payable articles, speed 
post. These articles are to be transported to a sorting office where they will be sorted 
destination wise and will be transported to Bus stations, Railway Stations, Airports, and 
Ports by mail vans.  These stages of mail operation have a single aim Delivery of mail to 
its addressee. 
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Fig 1.1: Clearing of Letter Box by Letter box attendant.

The mail is collected from 5, 79,595 letter boxes by 1, 54,979 
county.  This is processed by a network of 389 mail offices and 89 national speed post 
hub and conveyed by road, rail and airlines all over the country.

I.III. Objectives 

The following objectives were considered for the present project 

1. To explore the possibilities of determining an optimal route and time for the cycle 
path being used for clearing letter boxes planted around the R.K. Puram  Post
Office(Study area) by conducting manual survey and using Google maps/GPS 
technology, 

2. To explore the possibilities of determining an (i) optimal path and (ii) solution to 
overcome the existing limitations/drawback to reach Sorting Office  from different 
Post-Officesin an area and then to concerned Airport, Railway Station, Bus Station, 
and Ports in time for prompt delivery of letter bags using GPS technology,

3. To conduct comparative study between conventional existing bicycle path for letter 
boxes clearing and the GPS proposed methods of clearing all the letter boxes every 
day. 

4. To conduct comparative study between conventional existing transportation of letter 
bags from the study area (RK Puram Post Office) to Sorting Office (GPO,Abids) 
andNampally Railway Station and GPS proposed methods of transportation of mail 
bags. 

5. To explore the possibilities of determining the solutions to reduce the operational 
cost being incurred due to conventional means of transportation.

II. Recent Developments

Automated Mail processing centre
create an Automated Mail grid. Dedicated transport arrangements both road and air are 
made for expeditious transmission of mails. The department has undertaken
network optimization project
delivery. The project seeks to optimize the existing mail network with a view to 
streamline core mail operations and to bring in greater standardization and improvement 
in the operational processes relating to mail processing, transmission and delivery. The 
visibility of transmission has been enhanced by providing track and trace facility for 
speed post and registered mail. The customer can track the mail through India Post 
website by using the unique barcode number.

Surface Air Lifted (SAL) is one more premium mail
mail is faster than sea mail yet cheaper than air mail
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network optimization project to improve the quality of mail processing, transmission and 

The project seeks to optimize the existing mail network with a view to 
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ity of transmission has been enhanced by providing track and trace facility for 
speed post and registered mail. The customer can track the mail through India Post 
website by using the unique barcode number. 
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surface transport for quick and economical mail deliveries. SAL mail will be Air Lifted 
between the country of origin and destination.However within the country of origin up to 
the office of exchange and in the country of destination from the office of exchange to the 
point of delivery. 

II.I. Transportation Methodology 

These innovative strategies have increased consistency and reliability in mail delivery 
system. “ However optimal planning and use of advanced technologies are essential to 
have co-ordination between different modes of transportation from origin to the destiny is 
found missing for reaching Airports and Railway stations in India Post, which are 
essential to meet the global standards and improved customer satisfaction”.Situation is 
such that India Post department has been so deprived of reforms to improve the co-
ordination between different modes of transportation and by utilising the advanced 
technologies like GIS and GPS . 

II.II. Mail Motor Services 
The departmentally-owned-and-operated Mail Motor Service had huge expenditure.  It 

spent Rs.16.13 per kilometre, which, compared to private transporter’s costs, is high.This 
service can be outsource in areas were the relative cost of running is higher. 

II.III. Technological Issues 
The department of Post continues to own and operate a large number of ancillary 

logistic services even though outsourcing these would be a cheaper alternative. Physical 
transmission of written message is getting outdated because of new means of electronic 
mail. The future of the department depends upon its ability to adopt new technology. 
Technology is the survival kit and competitive edge of any modern organisation. It has 
totally changed the way business is conducted especially in the communication sector. 
Physical exchange of data and message is fast being replaced by electronic exchange 
through the worldwide web.  

III. Literature Review 
Review and Evaluation of 11th Plan Schemes: In the 11th Plan, the Department of 

Posts initiated the Mails Business Project for Setting up of Mail Business Centres through 
optimization of the existing mail network; continued with the Automated Mail Processing 
Canter (AMPC) project for setting up automated mail processing centres across the 
country. 

Setting up of Mail Business Centres:  The scheme seeks to optimize the existing mail 
network of Department of Posts with a view to streamline core mail operations. It also 
seeks to bring in greater standardization and improvement in the operational processes 
relating to mail processing, transmission and delivery. 

AMPC (Automatic Mail Processing Centres):It aims at setting up of Automated Mail 
Processing Centres as major hubs in the major cities across the country and therefore in 
consonance with the MBC project which aims at consolidation of mail offices and Speed 
Post hubs. Mail Motor Service: Department to optimize the routes of the Mail Motor 
Service schedules but to also monitor the movement of mail vans for their optimum 
utilization and reduce the response time in case of break-downs. 
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National Address Database Management System:This project aims at creating an 
effective address database for the entire country in order to improve the quality of mail 
delivery, create a basis for new mail products such as addressed Direct Mail, improve the 
output of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based Sorting Machines that read the 
address written on the mail pieces and sort them with reference to the address directory 
and provide the citizens with an online tool for pin code and address search. Wet Lease of 
Freighter Aircraft for Carriage of Mail in North East and Metro Routes: In August 2007, 
Department of Posts introduced its first dedicated freighter aircraft for exclusive carriage 
of mail, parcel and logistics in the North East. 

III.I. Road Map for 12th Plan 
Mail Network Optimization Project: It is proposed to continue the plan scheme on 

“Setting up of Mail Business Centres” initiated in the 11th Plan, and rename it as “Mail 
Network Optimization Project”. Objectives: The project seeks to improve the quality of 
mail operations with the emphasis on the following key operational areas: i) Optimization 
and consolidation of mail operation network across the country ii) Standardization of 
processes followed in mail operations iii) Identification, evaluation and implementation 
of appropriate technology in mail processes iii) Optimization of mail delivery processes 
iv) Effective performance management mechanism. 

 Achievements in Speed Post under Mails Network Optimization Project: 1) Reduced 
transit time and improved delivery performance for Speed Post articles between cities.2) 
Improved visibility for Speed Post articles on the tracking system of Department of Posts 
website. 3) Standardized processes at Speed Post operations have led to streamlined 
operations, better monitoring and enhanced productivity.  

III.II. Procurement of new sealing device for use in Mail offices/Post offices-
Objective 

 To ensure secure transmission of mail it is proposed to replace the existing bag 
sealing system being used in the Mail/Post offices by introducing single use self-locking 
plastic seals and tag labels to improve environmental situation. Presently bags are sealed 
by melting wax through wax heater or with candle flame 25 emitting poisonous gas / 
fumes harmful to human health. Also this is a time consuming process. The department is 
handling approx. 1 lakh mail bags daily all over the country to dispatch public mails, 
parcels etc. 

III.III. Global Positioning System 
GPS GPS is a satellite- and ground-based radio navigation and locational system that 

enables the user to determine very accurate locations on the surface of the Earth. 
Although GPS is a complex and sophisticated technology, user interfaces have evolved to 
become very accessible to the non-technical user. Simple and inexpensive GPS units are 
available with accuracies of 10 to 20 meters, and more sophisticated precision agriculture 
systems can obtain centimetre level accuracies. 

III.IV. Features of the GPS Tracking System 
Generally all of the GPS Tracking System has some of the common features that are 

listed below:- GSM/GPRS Module - It is used to send the location to the user online. In 
some case, if the user wants the location through the internet then this module is very 
useful. By the help of the GSM/GPRS module, we can send data real time. It can be seen 
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on the internet enabled any device as a PC, mobile phone, PDA etc.Track Playback 
Animates your driver's daily driven route so that you can follow every move. The track 
animation line is colour coded to indicate the speed your driver was travelling du
route. 

III.V. Difference Between Tracking And Navigation
A GPS navigation device is any device that receives Global Positioning System (GPS) 

signals for the purpose of determining the present location. These devices are used in 
military, commercial aviation, and consumer product applications. Navigation system is 
set to guide the person to find his/her route. The GPS navigation device is used to know 
the exact location of their own that has that device and there is no need to send the 
information to the other computer or some other person. The device also has an 
extremely detailed map data and navigation software inside it allowing the user to search 
for a destination address and point of interest, and then get graphical map instructions 
supported by voice prompts. While the GPS tracking system is used for the purpose of 
tracking the person or vehicle or any other asset and send this information to some 
authority to know about their assets. The GPS tracking system may or may not have a 
detailed map data and navigation software inside it allowing the user to search for a 
destination address and point of interest
IV. Data Collection 
IV.I. Problem Classification

Collection of letters by clearing all the letter boxes located in different places around 
the RK Puram Post Office by a letter box attendant using a cycle and also with a GPS 
technology or Google maps.

Despatching the articles booked at the RK Puram Post Office along with the articles 
cleared from the different letter boxes to the Sorting Office 
despatch to the Airports, Railway Station and Bus Station through Mail Vans.

IV.II. Study Area 
Rama Krishna Puram Post Office near Kothapet, Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad (R.K. 

Puram PO) is selected for study.The R.K. Puram Post Office has
boxes under the area served by this Post Office (Fig.3).

Figure 4.1:Study Area showing RK Puram Post Office and with the Location of Letter 

IV.III.SurveyingFor Data Collection
A) Cycle Path: Collection of data related to 

Cycle path for clearing letter boxes, travel distance in respect of the route followed by the 
Mail Van while transporting letters to sorting office.The path followed by a Letter box 
attendant using cycle to clear all 
manually and travel time consumed between letter boxes including time lapsed while 
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clearing letter boxes is noted.Google map of the area covered by the R.K.Puram PO is 
collected from the Internet. R

Fig 4.2:  Route being followed by a letter box attendant for clearing all letter boxes.

Manual survey conducted in the original route followed by L B Attendant distances in 
between the letter boxes and

Table 4.1: A table showing the journey times and distances in between letterboxes in 
study area. 
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collected from the Internet. Route followed by the L B Attendant is marked (Fig.4)

 

Fig 4.2:  Route being followed by a letter box attendant for clearing all letter boxes.

Manual survey conducted in the original route followed by L B Attendant distances in 
between the letter boxes and the time taken to travel is given in the following table.
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Table 4.1: A table showing the journey times and distances in between letterboxes in 
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Travel distance and
day was measured and found to be 8.70 Kms and time taken to travel is 3 hrs 10 min (it 
includes letter box clearing time also)

Fig 4.3: Clearing of letters from Letter Box of R.K. 

IV. IV. Mail Van 

Transportation of mail bags for receipt and despatch of article bags from and to the 
Sorting Office by a Mail Van:

As a part of this project I have travelled in the Mail Van on 13/07/2016 in the study 
area in the route daily being travelled by the Mail Van driver from starting point i.e;.Koti 
(Mail Motor Service office ) to the last point i.e;.Ramoji Film City Post Office duly 
stopping at en-route Post offices for unloading and loading mail bags in Post Offices like 
Malakpet Colony PO, P & T Colony, Saroornagar PO, R.K. Puram PO, L.B Nagar, GSI 
Bandlaguda PO, Vanasthalipuram PO, Hayathnagar PO, Sanghinagar PO, Ramoji Film 
City PO and back in the same route and adding  Sahifa PO, Kachiguda HO, Hyderabad 
Sorting Abids, TMO Nampally, TMO Secunderabad and back to Hyderabad Sorting 
Abids and then to Garage(MMS office) at Koti.Time taken to travel above Post Offices is 
hours 8.06minutes and the distance travelled is 126.00Kilometres.The same route has 
been travelled on 14/7/2
the smart phone travelled in a shortest way as maximum as possible in the study area and 
found that the distance is found that 117.32 kilometres and time to travel is almost same 
as original route followed by Mail van driver.  

Fig 4.5: At Mail Motor Service garage before commencement o

V. Analysis Of Cycle Path

Travel distance and travel time for the route suggested to the letter box attendant every 
day was measured and found to be 7.80 Kms. and time taken to travel is 2 hrs 40 min (it 
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Travel distance and travel time for the route followed by the letter box attendant every 
day was measured and found to be 8.70 Kms and time taken to travel is 3 hrs 10 min (it 
includes letter box clearing time also). 

 

Fig 4.3: Clearing of letters from Letter Box of R.K. Puram PO (Study area)
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route Post offices for unloading and loading mail bags in Post Offices like 

alakpet Colony PO, P & T Colony, Saroornagar PO, R.K. Puram PO, L.B Nagar, GSI 
Bandlaguda PO, Vanasthalipuram PO, Hayathnagar PO, Sanghinagar PO, Ramoji Film 
City PO and back in the same route and adding  Sahifa PO, Kachiguda HO, Hyderabad 

MO Nampally, TMO Secunderabad and back to Hyderabad Sorting 
Abids and then to Garage(MMS office) at Koti.Time taken to travel above Post Offices is 
hours 8.06minutes and the distance travelled is 126.00Kilometres.The same route has 
been travelled on 14/7/2016 using GPS equipment fitted to Mail Van and using GPS in 
the smart phone travelled in a shortest way as maximum as possible in the study area and 
found that the distance is found that 117.32 kilometres and time to travel is almost same 

followed by Mail van driver.   

 

Fig 4.5: At Mail Motor Service garage before commencement of survey

V. Analysis Of Cycle Path 

Travel distance and travel time for the route suggested to the letter box attendant every 
day was measured and found to be 7.80 Kms. and time taken to travel is 2 hrs 40 min (it 
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travel time for the route followed by the letter box attendant every 
day was measured and found to be 8.70 Kms and time taken to travel is 3 hrs 10 min (it 

Puram PO (Study area). 

Transportation of mail bags for receipt and despatch of article bags from and to the 

As a part of this project I have travelled in the Mail Van on 13/07/2016 in the study 
te daily being travelled by the Mail Van driver from starting point i.e;.Koti 

(Mail Motor Service office ) to the last point i.e;.Ramoji Film City Post Office duly 
route Post offices for unloading and loading mail bags in Post Offices like 

alakpet Colony PO, P & T Colony, Saroornagar PO, R.K. Puram PO, L.B Nagar, GSI 
Bandlaguda PO, Vanasthalipuram PO, Hayathnagar PO, Sanghinagar PO, Ramoji Film 
City PO and back in the same route and adding  Sahifa PO, Kachiguda HO, Hyderabad 

MO Nampally, TMO Secunderabad and back to Hyderabad Sorting 
Abids and then to Garage(MMS office) at Koti.Time taken to travel above Post Offices is 
hours 8.06minutes and the distance travelled is 126.00Kilometres.The same route has 

016 using GPS equipment fitted to Mail Van and using GPS in 
the smart phone travelled in a shortest way as maximum as possible in the study area and 
found that the distance is found that 117.32 kilometres and time to travel is almost same 

f survey 

Travel distance and travel time for the route suggested to the letter box attendant every 
day was measured and found to be 7.80 Kms. and time taken to travel is 2 hrs 40 min (it 
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includes letter box clearing time also).  It is noticed that 0.90 Kms. every d
and 30 minutes of time also being saved every day by travelling in optimal route.

Fig 5.1: Optimal route map suggested to the letter box attendant for clearing all Letter 
Boxes using a cycle. 

Following graph shows the three dimensional view
attendant travelling route and the optimal path measured and suggested with the help of 
GPS technology (green line).

Fig 5.2: Graph showing the distances between post offices for the original and the 

V.I. Analysis Of Mail Van Path

Result of survey indicates time taken to travel above Post Offices is hours 8.06minutes 
and the distance travelled is 126.00Kilometres by travelling in a traditional way without 
using GPS technology.

The same route when travelled on 14/7/2016 using GPS equipment fitted to Mail Van 
and using GPS in the smart phone suggests a shortest route as maximum as possible and 
the distance is found that 117.32 kilometres only and time taken to travel is almost same 
as original route followed by Mail van driver.  

There by there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres ofdistance every day is noticed.  

Presently, it is calculated that the Department of Post is incurring Rs. 16.13 per 
kilometre towards maintaining departmental owned Mail Mot
transportation of mail bags.

Therefore, the same route is suggested to travel every day to have savings of fuel of 
8.68 Kms@ Rs. 16.13=Rs.140
per year. 
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includes letter box clearing time also).  It is noticed that 0.90 Kms. every d
and 30 minutes of time also being saved every day by travelling in optimal route.

 

Fig 5.1: Optimal route map suggested to the letter box attendant for clearing all Letter 

Following graph shows the three dimensional view of two routes originally letter box 
attendant travelling route and the optimal path measured and suggested with the help of 
GPS technology (green line). 

 

Fig 5.2: Graph showing the distances between post offices for the original and the 
optimal routes suggested. 

V.I. Analysis Of Mail Van Path 

Result of survey indicates time taken to travel above Post Offices is hours 8.06minutes 
and the distance travelled is 126.00Kilometres by travelling in a traditional way without 
using GPS technology. 

hen travelled on 14/7/2016 using GPS equipment fitted to Mail Van 
and using GPS in the smart phone suggests a shortest route as maximum as possible and 
the distance is found that 117.32 kilometres only and time taken to travel is almost same 

ute followed by Mail van driver.   

There by there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres ofdistance every day is noticed.  

Presently, it is calculated that the Department of Post is incurring Rs. 16.13 per 
kilometre towards maintaining departmental owned Mail Mot
transportation of mail bags. 

Therefore, the same route is suggested to travel every day to have savings of fuel of 
8.68 Kms@ Rs. 16.13=Rs.140-00 every day, Rs. 3640-00 per month and Rs. 42, 682
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includes letter box clearing time also).  It is noticed that 0.90 Kms. every day is reduced 
and 30 minutes of time also being saved every day by travelling in optimal route. 

 

Fig 5.1: Optimal route map suggested to the letter box attendant for clearing all Letter 

of two routes originally letter box 
attendant travelling route and the optimal path measured and suggested with the help of 

 

Fig 5.2: Graph showing the distances between post offices for the original and the 

Result of survey indicates time taken to travel above Post Offices is hours 8.06minutes 
and the distance travelled is 126.00Kilometres by travelling in a traditional way without 

hen travelled on 14/7/2016 using GPS equipment fitted to Mail Van 
and using GPS in the smart phone suggests a shortest route as maximum as possible and 
the distance is found that 117.32 kilometres only and time taken to travel is almost same 

There by there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres ofdistance every day is noticed.   

Presently, it is calculated that the Department of Post is incurring Rs. 16.13 per 
kilometre towards maintaining departmental owned Mail Motor Service for 

Therefore, the same route is suggested to travel every day to have savings of fuel of 
00 per month and Rs. 42, 682-00 
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V.II. Calculation 
Mail Van survey data in (East bound)
Total distance travelled = 50.60 Kilometres(East bound)
Journey time taken to travel = 167 minutes = 2.78 Hrs.
Journey Speed = 18.20 Kmph.
Actual running time excluding stopping time 

= 123 Minutes (2.05 Hrs).
Running speed = 24.68 Kmp
Mail Van survey data in (west bound):
Total distance travelled = 66.72 Kilometres (West bound)
Journey time taken to travel = 200 minutes = 3.34 Hrs.
Journey Speed = 19.98 Kmph.
Actual running time excluding stopping time = 148 Minutes (2.47 Hrs).
Running speed = 27.68 Kmph.

Fig 5.4: Graph showing the journey time and running time to travel between each Post 

VI. Conclusion 
VI.I. Issues Identified

No proper mechanism to unload the bags from mail vans to load the bags,The
condition of the vehiclesinmany Mail vans was found not up to the mark.Frequent change 
of drivers in the same route is creating some confusion. No training to the drivers in 
reaching the destiny in different traffic conditions. No proper communicat
coordination between driver and TMO office at Nampally, Secunderabad and sorting 
office.Non availability of vehicle tracking equipment in the mail van.The level of comfort 
to the driver of the mail van is very bad. Minimum necessities such Fa
steering, proper seating to the driver and air conditioning in driver cabin are lacking.

VI.II. Financial Benefit
From the study of this project it is evident that there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres of 

distance in schedule 19 is noti
incurring about Rs. 16.13 per kilometre
Motor Service for transportation of mail bags.

Therefore, if the GPS proposed route is suggested to travel every day t
fuel of 8.68 Kms@ Rs. 16.13=Rs.140
682-00 per year. 
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data in (East bound) 
Total distance travelled = 50.60 Kilometres(East bound) 
Journey time taken to travel = 167 minutes = 2.78 Hrs. 
Journey Speed = 18.20 Kmph. 
Actual running time excluding stopping time  

= 123 Minutes (2.05 Hrs). 
Running speed = 24.68 Kmph. 
Mail Van survey data in (west bound): 
Total distance travelled = 66.72 Kilometres (West bound) 
Journey time taken to travel = 200 minutes = 3.34 Hrs. 
Journey Speed = 19.98 Kmph. 
Actual running time excluding stopping time = 148 Minutes (2.47 Hrs).

ng speed = 27.68 Kmph. 

 

Fig 5.4: Graph showing the journey time and running time to travel between each Post 
Office (East bound). 

VI.I. Issues Identified 

No proper mechanism to unload the bags from mail vans to load the bags,The
condition of the vehiclesinmany Mail vans was found not up to the mark.Frequent change 
of drivers in the same route is creating some confusion. No training to the drivers in 
reaching the destiny in different traffic conditions. No proper communicat
coordination between driver and TMO office at Nampally, Secunderabad and sorting 
office.Non availability of vehicle tracking equipment in the mail van.The level of comfort 
to the driver of the mail van is very bad. Minimum necessities such Fa
steering, proper seating to the driver and air conditioning in driver cabin are lacking.

 
VI.II. Financial Benefit 

From the study of this project it is evident that there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres of 
distance in schedule 19 is noticed when GPS technology is used. Department of Post is 
incurring about Rs. 16.13 per kilometretowards maintaining departmental owned Mail 
Motor Service for transportation of mail bags. 

Therefore, if the GPS proposed route is suggested to travel every day t
fuel of 8.68 Kms@ Rs. 16.13=Rs.140-00 every day, Rs. 3640-00 per month and Rs. 42, 
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Actual running time excluding stopping time = 148 Minutes (2.47 Hrs). 

 

Fig 5.4: Graph showing the journey time and running time to travel between each Post 

No proper mechanism to unload the bags from mail vans to load the bags,The engine 
condition of the vehiclesinmany Mail vans was found not up to the mark.Frequent change 
of drivers in the same route is creating some confusion. No training to the drivers in 
reaching the destiny in different traffic conditions. No proper communication system or 
coordination between driver and TMO office at Nampally, Secunderabad and sorting 
office.Non availability of vehicle tracking equipment in the mail van.The level of comfort 
to the driver of the mail van is very bad. Minimum necessities such Facilities like power 
steering, proper seating to the driver and air conditioning in driver cabin are lacking. 

From the study of this project it is evident that there is a saving of 8.68 Kilometres of 
ced when GPS technology is used. Department of Post is 

towards maintaining departmental owned Mail 

Therefore, if the GPS proposed route is suggested to travel every day to have savings of 
00 per month and Rs. 42, 
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The above said saving of Rs. 42, 682-00 peryear in respect of schedule 19 if MMS, 
Hyderabad.Total savings treating that there is equal amount of saving in other Schedules 
total savings per annum would be 30 X 42,682.00 = 12, 80,460.00. 

6.3 COSTING:Cost for 30 GPS instruments    
@ 5000.00= 1, 50,000.00 
Cost for an operator @ Rs. 25,000.00 per month 
    = 3, 00,000.00 
Office, accommodation, Furniture etc., 

= 1,50,000.00 

Total expenses = 6, 00,000.00 

From the above it is clear that the total expenses for fixing the GPS instruments in all 30 
Schedules and monitoring the same by an operator will be received back within 6 
months. 

VI.V. Alternate Method Of Reducing Cost Of Transportation 

The departmentally-owned-and-operated Mail Motor Service had huge expenditure.  It 
spent Rs.16.13 per kilometre, which, compared to private transporter’s costs, is high.  
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